A few vs A little

Both the phrases “a few” and “a little” are quantifiers meaning some. While “a few” is used with countable nouns, “a little” accompanies uncountable nouns.

Examples: I’ll be back in a few minutes.

Please add a little sugar to my coffee.

Complete each sentence, using “a few” or “a little”, whichever is appropriate.

1) There are ____________ cherries left in the basket.

2) ____________ knowledge is a dangerous thing.

3) Only ____________ athletes are nearing the finish line.

4) Despite working for many years, Scott has saved only ____________ money.

5) Could you spare ____________ moments for me?

6) We will need ____________ more milk for dinner.

7) You must get ____________ sleep before you travel.

8) Can I have ____________ drops of olive oil added to my salad?

9) I have caught ____________ fish.

10) I always add ____________ cream to my coffee.
Both the phrases “a few” and “a little” are quantifiers meaning some. While “a few” is used with countable nouns, “a little” accompanies uncountable nouns.

Examples: I’ll be back in a few minutes.
Please add a little sugar to my coffee.

Complete each sentence, using “a few” or “a little”, whichever is appropriate.

1) There are _______a few______ cherries left in the basket.

2) _______A little______ knowledge is a dangerous thing.

3) Only _______a few______ athletes are nearing the finish line.

4) Despite working for many years, Scott has saved only _______a little______ money.

5) Could you spare _______a few______ moments for me?

6) We will need _______a little______ more milk for dinner.

7) You must get _______a little______ sleep before you travel.

8) Can I have _______a few______ drops of olive oil added to my salad?

9) I have caught _______a few______ fish.

10) I always add _______a little______ cream to my coffee.